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Grade 10 Romeo and Juliet Scene-by-Scene Questions The Prologue 1. In which northern Italian city is the
play set? Verona 2. What is the purpose of the prologue? It introduces the play by outlining the basic plot and
telling us that it will end in tragedy.
Grade 10 Romeo and Juliet Scene-by-Scene Questions
Friar Lawrence marries Romeo and Juliet in secret. Act III Monday Afternoon Itâ€™s really hot outside.
Mercutio and Benvolio are out and Tybalt comes on the scene. Mercutio and Tybalt fight. Romeo arrives and
tries to stop it, but he gets between Mercutio and Tybalt and makes it easy for Tybalt to stab a distracted
Mercutio.
Romeo & Juliet Study Guide - English 9
Romeo and Juliet: ACT I 6 Volume III Book IX SAMPSON Me they shall feel while I am able to stand:
andâ€™tis known I am a pretty piece of flesh. GREGORY â€™Tis well thou art not fish; if thou hadst, thou
hadst been poor John. Draw thy tool! here comes two of the house of the Montagues.
Romeo & Juliet Romeo & Juliet - Pacific School of
2. What does Romeo think of Juliet at first? To what does he compare her? 3. Who notices Romeo? How?
Who does he tell? 4. Why does Capulet let Romeo stay at the party? 5. At the party, Romeo and Juliet join
hands. What metaphor does Romeo use to compare their joined hands? 6. How many times do Romeo and
Juliet kiss at the ball? 7. Who interrupts them? 8.
Romeo & Juliet Guided Reading Questions - cardozohigh.com
MULTIPLE CHOICE STUDY GUIDE/QUIZ QUESTIONS - Romeo and Juliet Act I 1. Why do Sampson and
Gregory fight with Montague's men? a. Montague's men pushed Sampson against the wall. b. Gregory hurt
one of the Montague women. c. They are fighting for their master, who is a Capulet. d. Montague's men
wouldn't let them pass. 2.
MULTIPLE CHOICE STUDY GUIDE/QUIZ QUESTIONS - Romeo and Juliet
ROMEO AND JULIET STUDY QUESTIONS PROLOGUE 1. A prologue gives the reader information. Explain
what it says about the plot and length of the play. ACT I, SCENE 1
ROMEO AND JULIET STUDY QUESTIONS
Juliet, on the other hand, is an innocent girl, a child at the beginning of the play, and is startled by the sudden
power of her love for Romeo. Guided by her feelings for him, she develops very quickly into a determined,
capable, mature, and loyal woman who tempers her extreme feelings of love with sober-mindedness.
SparkNotes: Romeo and Juliet: Study Questions
ROMEO AND JULIET William Shakespeare MATCHING - CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION SECTION A
Directions:Choose the character that matches each description.Not all of the characters will be used, and
some may be used more than once.
ROMEO AND JULIET - Pasco School District
6. In Act I Scene ii, Paris asks Capulet for Juliet's hand in marriage. What is Capulet's reply? He says Juliet is
too young (not yet fourteen), and Paris should wait two more years. 7. Why is Capulet giving a feast? He
wants to bring out suitable bachelors for Juliet to meet so she may begin to choose a husband.
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ANSWER KEY: SHORT ANSWER STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS - Romeo and
myShakespeare's Romeo and Juliet for in-class conversation or short writing assignments, and build to more
complex questions for deeper discussions or longer essays.
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